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EDIT Travel Report: Natural History Museum, London 

Date: 04.09.2006
Participants: Walter Berendsohn (WB) and Malte C. Ebach (MCE)

Aim: 1. Present the Berlin Model and discuss its implementation into existing deliverables in WPs 5 and 6 (WB & MCE). 
2. Participate in the first steering Committee Meeting of LifeWatch (in separate report).
1. Berlin Model and EDIT WP5 and 6
Present: MS: Malcolm Scoble, DR: Dave Roberts, WB: Walter Berendsohn, MCE: Malte C. Ebach, IB: Irina Brake.
Summary: The Berlin Model was presented to WP6 participants DR, MS, IB, in a 45 minute presentation, who were satisfied that the model could be used in the WP6 preliminary platform for revisionary taxonomy. 
Prior to discussing the Berlin Model, we queried WB and IB about the CATE project, which is currently run on Lucid with a database on MSAccess. Further discussion eschewed focusing on the establishment of a preliminary platform for WP6. 
Following Discussion: 

DR (WP6 leader) was interested in the Berlin Model but was cautious of the way zoological data may be handled. DR recommends that he tests the Model using zoological data prior to adopting it as the standard for the WP& and WP5 platforms.
DR: In order to achieve an operable platform a standard program needs to be defined (e.g. SQL). 
WB calls for the need for an editorial board to approve nomenclatural changes on larger databases, especially for zoological data that lacks a bibliographical standard.

DR emphases the problem of a central database to EDIT and the issue of importing data on to databases.

DR discusses the next stage of WP6 – the implementation of a XML mark-up protocol in order document nomenclatural and taxonomic entries from a monograph directly onto a database. The details of this process were discussed in depth with MCE.
MCE shares vision for EDIT and WP5 & 6. There was general agreement that WP5 & 6 will endeavour to see through the next stage of taxonomy by providing the infrastructure for cybertaxonomy. The need for an integrated European Information Science Community is vital for such a process to occur. Discussion followed indicating who the best candidate would be to represent the NHM at the next Information Science and Technology Committee meeting in November. 
WP6 Update (DR and MCE)

DR detailed the next stages for WP6s platform for revisionary taxonomy.
WP6 is dependant on a coordinator who has, as yet, not been installed at the NHM. Proposed WP6 Coordinator, David Blades, is still residing in Canada and cannot attend his post until early October, explaining the delay for all deliverables in WP6. 

Once WP6 coordinator is in place DR will purchase a server that will accommodate a database for all tags in marked-up pdf monographs. The means by which each monograph will be marked up was not mentioned. The server will then provide the basis for a preliminary platform that can be accessed by the public. The platform will be limited in its range of information, only being a repository for taxonomic and nomenclatural information for a particular group of animals (e.g. protists). DR is happy to use the Berlin Model and any XML mark-up protocols that BGBM has to offer in order to keep to a standard with in EDIT.

DR kept reemphasising the difference between botanical and zoological nomenclatural codes as a possible problems for a combined database, citing numerous examples with unicellular groups (protists, rotifers etc.).

My own impression is that WP6 is temporarily “stuck in a rut” until WP6 coordinator David Blades starts in October. Until then, any significant deliverables within WP6 will be delayed meaning that WP5 is slightly ahead.
